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ABSTRACT

Static modelling of magnetic bearings is often carried out using magnetic circuit theory.

This theory cannot easily include nonlinear effects such as magnetic saturation or the fringing of

flux in air-gaps. Modern computational tools are able to accurately model complex magnetic

bearing geometries, provided some care is exercised. In magnetic suspension applications, the

magnetic fields are highly three-dimensional and require computational tools for the solution of

most problems of interest.

The dynamics of a magnetic bearing or magnetic suspension system can be strongly

affected by eddy currents. Eddy currents are present whenever a time-varying magnetic flux

penetrates a conducting medium. The direction of flow of the eddy current is such as to reduce

the rate-of-change of flux. Analytic solutions for eddy currents are available for some

simplified geometries, but complex geometries must be solved by computation. It is only in

recent years that such computations have been considered truly practical. At NASA Langley

Research Center, state-of-the-art finite-element computer codes, "OPERA", "TOSCA" and

"ELEKTRA" have recently been installed and applied to the magnetostatic and eddy current

problems.

This paper reviews results of theoretical analyses which suggest general forms of

mathematical models for eddy currents, together with computational results. A simplified

circuit-based eddy current model proposed appears to predict the observed trends in the case of

large eddy current circuits in conducting non-magnetic material. A much more difficult case is

seen to be that of eddy currents in magnetic material, or in non-magnetic material at higher

frequencies, due to the lower skin depths. Even here, the dissipative behaviour has been shown

to yield at least somewhat to linear modelling.

Magnetostatic and eddy current computations have been carried out relating to the

Annular Suspension and Pointing System, a prototype for a space payload pointing and

vibration isolation system, where the magnetic actuator geometry resembles a conventional
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magnetic bearing. Magnetostatic computations provide estimates of flux density within air-

gaps and the iron core material, fringing at the pole faces and the net force generated. Eddy

current computations provide coil inductance, power dissipation and the phase lag in the

magnetic field, all as functions of excitation frequency. Here, the dynamics of the magnetic

bearings, notably the rise time of forces with changing currents, are found to be very strongly

affected by eddy currents, even at quite low frequencies.
Results are also compared to experimental measurements of the performance of a large-

gap magnetic suspension system, the Large Angle Magnetic Suspension Test Fixture

(LAMSTF). Eddy current effects are again shown to significantly affect the dynamics of the

system.
Some consideration is given to the ease and accuracy of computation, specifically

relating to OPERA/TOSCA/ELEKTRA.

INTRODUCTION

The prediction of magnetostatic forces in small-gap magnetic suspensions, most notably

magnetic bearings, has typically relied heavily on so-called "circuit models" [1,2]. Here, the

magnetomotive force and reluctances around the closed flux path are equated to give the total

flux in the circuit. Experience has shown that where the air-gap is small and the flux path is

properly designed, these calculations are fairly reliable. Some cases arise, however, where

extra precision is required, or where the variation of flux across the air-gap is of interest [3]. In

large-gap magnetic suspension systems, no simple predictive model exists, due to the highly

three-dimensional flux path [4,5]. Hence there is an increasing use of finite element,

magnetostatic computer codes for design and analysis of both small-gap and large-gap systems.

Where the dynamics of magnetic actuators are of interest, it has been shown that eddy

currents in conducting cores, metallic structures, etc., can cause significant departures from

ideal behaviour [6,7]. Potentially the most troubling are restrictions on the bandwidth of such

actuators. Here, the problem is sufficiently complex such that some form of finite element

approach is recommended throughout.

APPLIED COMPUTATIONAL ELECTROMAGNETICS

Finite element methods are used extensively to obtain solutions to a wide range of

engineering problems governed by partial differential, or integral equations. Numerical

solutions become possible for problems with complex geometries, awkward boundary

conditions and/or nonlinear behaviour. It is not the purpose of this paper to describe the

difficulties of the approach, the formulations or numerical methods used in any detail, since a

vast quantity of literature exists [8,9,10 etc.]. Rather, an existing "state-of-the-art" suite of

codes is applied to real-world problems related to magnetic bearings and magnetic suspensions.

The apparent accuracy of the solutions, with comparison to experimental data where possible,

the practical problems encountered, and the weaknesses revealed in the codes, are all addressed

from an applications perspective.

Magnetostatic fields can be expressed as a sum of a solenoidal component (where no

current is flowing) and a rotational component (inside current-carrying conductors). In the

solenoidal region, simple potential functions should describe the magnetic field, although a
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difficulty arises exterior to current-carrying conductors, where the potential is multi-valued.

This difficulty can be overcome by splitting the field into two parts, one representing the field

due to magnetized volumes, and another representing the contribution of current-carrying

conductors. A "reduced potential" can be defined to represent the former, and a "total

potential" to represent the combination. The total potential can now be made single-valued in

regions exterior to current-carrying conductors. The field due to prescribed currents (i.e.

prescribed currents in electromagnet windings) is calculated in the reduced potential space

using the Biot-Savart law. For practical eddy current problems, the governing equations are

the zero-frequency limit of Maxwell's equations. This implies that the wavelength of any

electromagnetic wave is very long compared to the characteristic physical dimension of the

problem. These equations can be solved using a "vector potential" formulation, where

B = _7 x A. The region containing an eddy current problem can therefore be subdivided into

reduced, total and vector potential spaces as appropriate, with field continuity enforced on the

boundaries between different potentials. The approach described is the one used in this work,

but is far from being the only possibility.

OPERA-3D / TOSCA / ELEKTRA / VF-GFUN

OPERA-3D (OPerating environment for Electromagnetic Research and Analysis)

comprises an interactive, graphical, pre-processor, for preparation of finite element problems,

with a related post-processor, for analysis and display of results. Problems specified in the pre-

processor are submitted to a variety of analysis packages for solution. These packages include

TOSCA, for solution of magnetostatic and electrostatic problems using conventional finite-

element methods, VF/GFUN, for solution of magnetostatic problems using integral equation

methods, and ELEKTRA, for solution of eddy current problems using the finite-element

method.

THE ANNULAR SUSPENSION AND POINTING SYSTEM

The Annular Suspension and Pointing System (ASPS) is a prototype for a high

precision space payload pointing and vibration isolation system. A ferromagnetic rotor is

magnetically suspended by five double-acting magnetic bearing stations, such that the

orientation of the ring can be controlled in two "tilt" and three translational degrees-of-

freedom, with a high level of isolation of base vibrations. The general configuration is

illustrated in Figure 1, with the geometry of one of the "axial" bearing stations shown in Figure

2. Considerable hardware upgrades have been made recently, and the system now utilizes

transistor switching power amplifiers and a simple digital controller [11]. Further details are

presented elsewhere in this Proceedings [ 12].

THE LARGE-ANGLE MAGNETIC SUSPENSION TEST FIXTURE (LAMSTF)

In order to explore the technology required for the magnetic suspension of objects over

large ranges of orientation, a small-scale laboratory development system, the Large Angle

Magnetic Suspension Test Fixture (LAMSTF) was constructed at NASA Langley Research
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Center. Possible applications for magnetic suspension systems of this general class include

space payload pointing and manipulation, microgravity vibration isolation and wind tunnel

model suspension. An important objective of this particular project is to investigate the

dynamic modelling of large-gap magnetic suspension systems, so that future systems can be

designed with higher levels of confidence.
The general configuration [ 13] is illustrated in Figure 3. Five room temperature copper

electromagnets are mounted on an aluminum plate, each electromagnet driven by a transistor

switching power amplifier. The suspended element consists of Neodymium-Iron-Boron

permanent magnet material inside an aluminum tube. The direction of magnetization is along

the axis of the cylinder, which is horizontal when suspended. The suspension height is 0. lm,

measured from the axis of the suspended element to the top plane of the electromagnet

conductor. Several different control systems have been developed and demonstrated, including

several digital versions [14, 15].

MAGNETOSTATIC CALCULATIONS - SMALL MR-GAPS

A simplified finite element representation of an ASPS axial bearing station is shown in

Figure 4. Only one "side" of the real actuator is represented, corresponding to the present

operational status where the rotor is suspended against gravity. It should also be noted that the
rotor cross-section is considerably simplified, with the cylindrical inner flange and rotor

curvature deleted. This permits more extensive symmetry in the problem and a reduction in

solution time. A linear TOSCA solution for a current of 1 Amp in both coils and an iron

relative permeability of 1000 is also seen in Figure 4.
A comparison of the predicted magnetic fluxes in the center of the air-gap is shown in

Table A. The air-gap is 3.41 mm and the coil current 1 A for these cases. The discrepancy

between the circuit model and both computational or experimental results is quite large and

worrisome. The major problem is quickly found to be the improper assumption (in the circuit

model) of uniform magnetic flux in the air-gap. The air-gap in ASPS is relatively large by the

standards usually applied to magnetic bearings, the "aspect ratio" (diameter/gap) being between

6 (original design) and 12 (modified axial stations). Flux "fringing" around the periphery of the

air-gap is, therefore, quite pronounced, as indicated in Figure 5.

TABLE A - Flux at gap centroid

TOSCA solution, _=1000, Tesla 0.2385

Measured, Ni-Fe core, Tesla 0.2010

Circuit model, #.-,cx3, Tesla 0.2985

It has previously been suggested that the predicted and actual magnetic forces would be

in closer agreement, since the circuit model overpredicts gap flux, but confines the flux to an

underpredicted area. The comparison between predicted, computed and measured forces does

indicate improved agreement, but still significant discrepancies, as shown in Table B. The total

flux crossing the air-gap is also compared between the circuit model and computations.
Studies were undertaken during the original development of ASPS to improve the

accuracy of the circuit model by accounting for fringing and leakage path reluctances. Due to

the difficulties and limited scope of this approach, the circuit model is now abandoned as a
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viable, accurate tool in this case. Instead, further refinement of the finite element solution will
be addressed.

TABLE B - Flux and forces per air-gap

Total flux, Tm 2 Force, N

TOSCA, #= 1000 5.87e-4 44.47

Circuit model, #--,oo 4.9e-4 58.2

Experimental, assuming rotor mass not available 41.79

Once a basic finite element model has been established, the usual and proper procedure

to establish a satisfactory confidence level in the results is to study the effects of variations of

detail parameters within the model. The classic example is grid refinement, where a nearly

stationary result with increasing refinement indicates that the grid is "sufficiently" fine. Here,

this idea can be extended to introducing quadratic elements in critical regions, such as in and

around the air-gap, and local refinement of the grid in regions of high field gradients. Further, a

realistic BH curve can be invoked, the resulting solution being magnetically nonlinear. Typical

results from these studies are shown in Table C. It is emphasized that the initial results from

any finite element solution should be regarded with some scepticism. Studies of solution

accuracy and realism are always a sensible investment of time and effort.

From a reliable solution, valuable qualitative design information is easily obtained, as

illustrated in Figure 6. Here it is seen that the highest flux density in the magnetic circuit occurs

at an interior corner of the flux return path. This corner should clearly be radiused to improve
the linearity of the assembly close to overall saturation.

It should be noted that TOSCA is capable of solving problems with anisotropic
materials. This capability is not, however, demonstrated here, since the ASPS core material is

not laminated and is thought to be quite isotropic.

TABLE C - Flux at gap centroid

8008 linear element s, #= 1000 0.2385

8008 quadratic elements, #=1000 0.2392

16,170 linear elements, #=1000 0.23875

8008 linear elements, #=mild steel 0.20587

8008 linear elements, #=high grade steel 0.22677

MAGNETODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS - SMALL AIR-GAPS

A finite element model similar to that described above can be submitted to the

ELEKTRA solver, for analysis of eddy currents induced in the iron cores by sinsusoidal

currents in the electromagnets. Magnetically nonlinear or anisotropic problems are not

presently soluble with ELEKTRA. Some care proved to be necessary to establish an effective

combination of total, reduced and vector potentials. In this case, it was found to be necessary

to "coat" the surface of the iron region with a layer of vector potential air, in order to improve

the solution matrix conditioning in the presence of abrupt changes in magnetic and electrical

properties at the iron-air interface. Establishing a valid configuration, favorable element
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distributions,andthe correctboundaryconditionsarepracticalproblemsthat do requiresome
familiaritywith whichevercodesareused,anda certaindegreeof skill andexperience.

An effort to model,measureandcomputethe eddycurrenteffectsin the ASPSbearing
stationshasbegun. Magnetic field in the air-gapis measuredusinga Hall-effect gaussmeter
with the rotor lockedin its datumposition. Earlyexperimentalresultsindicatesteadilyfalling
magnetic field intensity in the air-gap and steadilyincreasingphaselag, as frequencyis
increased,as shownin Figure 7. The rate of roll-off is seento be around 10 db/decadeas
suggestedby applicationof classicaltheories[8,16,17,18].Thereis alsoa strongindicationof
variationsin relativeamplitudeandphaseof themagneticfield acrosstheair-gap,alsoshownin
Figure7. A typicaleddycurrentdistributionin the iron coreis shownin Figure8.

It shouldbe noted that thesecomputationsrequirethe specificationof two material
properties,namelymagneticpermeabilityandelectricalconductivity. Neitheris easyto specify
accuratelyfor the nickel-ironalloyemployed,partlydueto theeffectof heat-treatments.Since
the observedbreak frequenciesdependon the square-rootof the product of these two
parameters,this is seento representa significantpracticalproblem.

Both computationaland experimentalresultsindicatean ASPSactuatorbandwidthof
perhaps30Hz. This happensto bewell abovethedesignsystembandwidthof around1Hz, so
is not a seriousperformancelimitation. Thelow designvalueis due to the massivepayloads
envisioned(at least600kg for theoriginalspecifications,later increased).

MAGNETOSTATICCALCULATIONS- LARGE AIR-GAPS

Oneof the earliestapplicationsof the OPERA-3Dsuiteof codesin this researchwas
the computationof magneticfieldsandfield gradientsin air, to permitthe predictionof forces
andmomentson thesuspendedelementinLAMSTF. Wherethesuspensioncoilsareair-cored
and the suspendedelementis a permanentmagnet,no finite elementsolution is required.
Instead, the field in air due to prescribedcurrentscanbe calculateddirectly by numerical
integrationof the Biot Savartlaw (by OPERA),to very highaccuracy.When iron coresare
presentin the suspensioncoils, the magnetizationmustbe determinedaspart of the solution.
Extensiveusehasbeenmadeof VF/GFUNin thisapplication.Theintegralequationapproach
usedin VF/GFUN only requiresthe discretizationof the iron regionsandthus seemsto be a
moreappropriateapproachfor thisclassof problem.

Computedfields have beencomparedto experimentalmeasurementsin a variety of
cases. Typical agreement,suchas shown in Figure 9, has been consideredsatisfactory,
especially considering the considerableproblems inherent in accurate experimental
measurementsof highly3-dimensionalfields. In fact,computationshaveot_enbeenregarded
asmoreconsistentlyreliable,particularlyin estimatingfield gradients.Forcesandmomentson
the suspendedobject canbecalculatedto goodaccuracyby integrationof the Maxwell stress
tensoronacontrol surfacesurroundingtheobject[5,9etc.].

MAGNETODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS- LARGE AIR-GAPS

In theoriginaldesignof LAMSTF, eddy-currentcircuitsweredeliberatelyintroducedin
three main areas:the position sensorstructure,the electromagnetcores,and the aluminum
baseplate.Thiswasdonesothatit wouldbenecessaryto measure,analyzeandmodeltheeddy
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current effects, rather than attempting to avoid their influence, as would have been the

conventional practice. The fact that stable suspension was initially achieved rather easily was

taken to indicate that the eddy current effects were not very significant. However, a consistent

discrepancy was discovered in the dynamic behaviour in the "pitch" degree-of-freedom [7,13],

when the metallic baseplate and sensor frame were used. This led to a careful analysis of the

effects of eddy currents, which were subsequently confirmed to be the cause of the anomaly.

A typical result, relating to the eddy currents flowing in the position sensor ring is shown

in Figure 10. Further results have been more fully described elsewhere [7,17]. Good

agreement between experiment and computation is observed for simple geometries, but

significant difficulties are encountered with more complex geometries.

DISCUSSION

No finite element code of this level of sophistication can be considered particularly easy

to use by the novice. Potential users interested more in applications engineering than the codes

themselves should exercise extreme care in interpretation of results and should be prepared to

invest in training of some kind and experimental validation where possible. Further, the suite of

codes employed here do lack certain desirable features. These include the ability to model

hysteresis and the ability to model anisoptropic materials or rotational motion in

magnetodynamic problems. Other commercially available codes have comparable weaknesses,

although developments are proceeding at a rapid pace. It should be noted that currently

available codes represent truly astounding advances in capability from anything available even a

decade ago.

CONCLUSIONS

Contemporary software provides powerful tools for the analysis of magnetic fields,

forces and moments, and eddy currents in magnetic suspensions and magnetic bearings.

Results compare reasonably well to experimental measurements, provided care is exercised and

accurate material properties are available.
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